HI David,
Great to hear from you and I agree with much of your complaint and appreciate you reaching out to
me. I am as popular as a porkchop at a Jewish wedding. Unlike many of the others, mostly new to the
TRUTH movement, whether it be JFK, 911, SANDY HOOK, THE BOSTON BOMBING and so many other
events, too many to mention, I think it is unwise to hitch a patriot movement on an anonymous source
that unquestionably was compromised before and now seems as it is again. The whole AJ and Corsi
thing really eats me and it is NOT because I am drinking their Koolaid.
I was red-pilled after 911 because I am a former Air Traffic Controller. I do not believe it was a
conspiracy, I KNOW it was. That sent me down many a rabbit hole and further into discovery that
changed every aspect of my life. I also followed Q from day 1! I’ve seen the progression and now for
the past month, scratching my head. Many do not want to admit it and it is unhealthy. It is unwise to
remove open source and omit many voices that actually grew the PSB movement. Think for a
moment. How many days did Corsi come on and help this forum? The answer is countless. Q never had
a problem with him until Corsi was tipped off that Q was compromised and then when he mentioned it,
he was immediately attacked, in real time. His appearance on this forum, and anyone could watch it,
brought thousands on every visit. He grew this and at one point I remember seeing the numbers close
to 10k at one stream which is a YUGE wow. AJ, well, I have my problems with him from back in the days
where I was broadcasting and unless it was his idea, he wouldn’t send resources to cover it. That in no
way should harvest attacks on someone and someone that is responsible for red-pilling MILLIONS. So,
AJ gets tipped off too and immediately he is attacked. Do you see a pattern?
Here is what YOU are unaware of that I have not bought an ad on that gives me comfort into
questioning all Q. I am friends with Corsi on Twitter and he follows me. I directly responded to a post of
his where I asked, due to his questioning Q being hacked, if it were possible that the Q movement was
controlled to keep people away from the election cycle, knowing that if the house or Senate flipped,
Trump would be in trouble. Corsi responded “yes”. I then posted a question to Corsi asking if it were ok
for me to bring it up during the stream that night. I told several people that I would be on that evening
at 9pm and guess what happened right before I came on? You guessed it, a Q drop and, in the middle, it
directly addressed what I was going to bring up.
I then thought, oh, Q is monitoring and uniting. I was happy for a day or so and even brought it up to
the group, giving concrete references that YOU can verify right now by going to Corsi’s Twitter and
reading it for yourself. Then the bottom dropped out and an all-out war on AJ and Corsi. The troubling
thing is that it was referencing a reddit article that reddit itself banned our group. And too, the sourced
materials in it were weak at best. So, fuck yes, I have a problem with Q. I do not have a problem with
any of the mods personally and have the highest regard for the youtube listeners/contributors, they are
what make the stream good.
When the group started to play victim and crying over buying a book, WITHOUT ANY Q REFERENCES,
and the man has been writing several books, it was as if the group was slapping half of its audience in
the face. In business that is a non-starter and equals death. Then the group was laughing at members
going into Corsi’s live broadcasts lurking and posting negative things on his channel which I witnesses
many of you there doing it and it sickened me because what I thought was a strong effort to take down
the deep state was now turning into a high school hazing rally, thus using all of these beautiful patriots
to spread hate at the very entities that brought them into awareness. Not only that but taking that
energy and not having it on the TARGET.

David, I am real. I am not perfect by no means but I love my country. The first song I ever wrote was
titled Liberty. I am a former Sgt in the USAF, Air Traffic Controller and most of all WILLING TO DIE for
every one of my brothers whom value truth and open source. I cannot stand secret societies,
communists and Satanists. The only ones that have problems with me are those and to those I take the
battle. I am trying to unify and get some common sense and it very well may be too late. I really do not
know.
Let me ask you a simple question? Do you KNOW Q is pure as the driven snow? Not believe but
KNOW. Let me ask you another question? What has Q produced that WikiLeaks hasn’t already
produced? I can answer that but maybe you should check that for yourself. Let me ask you something
else? Why didn’t Q have a problem with Corsi for over three months, actually longer? Do you not think
he would have tried to expose that earlier? Look, I am not going to tell you what to believe and I am not
going to demonize you for having your views. Further, I will stand and fight with you and your
freedoms, knowing that if I do not mine are soon to fall too. There is NO REASON IN HELL from a WAR
footing you divide and kill half of your troops unless you are a turncoat. Is that really what we are
dealing with? I reserve my answer and rise above saying, Q thanks for getting interest in issues that are
important the MSM is not covering but you seem to be attacking our own and YOU ARE FIRED, we are
moving to Wikileaks that hasn’t seemed to attack sources that have red-pilled millions.
Good night Patriot,
Erich
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Subject: Patriots Soapbox
Kauai Anon here. I have followed the Soap Box since its Inception and have thoroughly enjoyed the
mods and the live chat streams. I'm not really sure how the mods are selected or vetted but I think the
selection process needs some refining. I also understand that there are time slots that are very hard to
cover without more volunteer mods. Some mods are a little bit coarser than others but I really don't
have a problem with that. The interruptions sometimes become intolerable and to me a simple fix to
that is explaining that they need to leave their ego at the door. I can't know for sure, but I listened to
most of the conversations late last night and I believe Reed was either drunk or on drugs. He made
absolutely no sense and was continually interrupting people. There is another new mod that for some
reason bends me the wrong way when she speaks or just interrupts. That would be Freedom. There are
many personalities on this channel and I support 98% of them but the other 2% needs to be addressed. I
know we can't please everyone all of the time, but the live chat from YouTube pretty much says it all. I
don't think anyone goes to the soapbox to be lectured. Dr. Corsi and Alex Jones , whether you agree
with them or not should just be off limits during discussions . Thanks for your time, effort and
patriotism.
DJ

